We present new features in femtosecond LIPSS on Silicon and CaF 2 , obtained after a low number of pulses near the ablation threshold. In contrast to the general case of multi-pulse LIPSS, where a strong dependence of the structures on the laser polarization is observed, single-shot exposition of silicon at about the ablation threshold results in a concentric pattern of very regular sub-wavelength ripples following the oval shape of the irradiated spot, without any reference to the laser polarization. Further, a low contrast (± 5 nm) center (at highest irradiation density of the Gaussian beam profile) is half surrounded by a high contrast (± 20 nm) region towards the edge -without any change in ripples periodicity. In the high contrast region several perfectly round conical holes are observed, about 50 nm deep and in diameter comparable to the ripples spacing. These holes are surrounded by a ridge about 20 nm high. For about 100 pulses well below the ablation threshold on CaF 2 , no ripples structure can be produced, yet. Nevertheless, the irradiated spot is clearly visible in the SEM picture by a change of SEM contrast. All over and even around the spot, spherical bumps are visible with a rather narrow size-distribution of about 2 µm diameter. They almost appear like re-condensed nanoparticles which is, however, not in agreement with the negligible amount of ablated material (ablation depth < 1 nm). At higher pulse numbers (≈ 2,000), these bumps persist in the outer range of the ablated spot, whereas in the central region, ripples occur.
Introduction
The physics of regular surface structures formation ("ripples", LIPSS) upon ultra-fast laser ablation is still greatly disputed. In principle, there are mainly two different scenarios under discussion ( Fig. 1 ): (a) static, quasilithographic ablation from a passive target, reproducing 1-by-1 a modulated energy input [ 1] , and (b) a dynamic, active target response via self-organization from a laserproduced (surface) instability [2] . Though the static, lithographic model has been substantially modified and improved during the recent years, e.g. by considering the role of surface plasmon-polaritons at high electron densities [3, 4, 5] to account for the observation of sub-wavelength LIPSS, it still lacks from the fact, that the large variety of feature sizes (HSFL [high spatial frequency], LSFL [low spatial frequency LIPSS], and more complex structures like cones etc.) requires all DIFFER-ENT interactions. In contrast, the dynamic model can account for all such features in ONE, unified approach.
In order to shed more light on the phenomena, we investigate in the present contribution the evolution of structure formation in dependence on the irradiation dose and compare it with the unified approach of our model.
Self-organization model
Before we present our experimental data, we will first shortly review our dynamic model for the structure formation. Because of the apparent similarities of femtosecond LIPSS with structures produced in ion beam sputtering [6] , we adopted an approach which has been very popular in that field. Considering the excited, excited target surface in a similar way as a corrugated thin liquid film which is roughened by material removal, we can describe the irradiation-dose dependent evolution of corrugation height h [7] :
where the ablation velocity v depends on the laser fluence.
Taking, further into account that, at the same time, the surface is smoothed by surface tension and diffusion, the system becomes instable because of the competing processes, and the system will evolve non-linearly with increasing excitation [8] . In this case, the corrugation evolution can be described by an equation of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky type [9, 8] :
where v 0 is the ablation velocity; the second term accounts for the linear dependence of the ablation rate on the surface corrugation (curvature); the third term describes non-linear contributions to erosion at increasing corrugation (slope dependence); the fourth term denotes the loss of corrugation depth by diffusion, and the last term indicates initial surface roughness. For a comparison of this model with experiments on pulsed laser ablation we must keep in mind that, experimentally, the time evolution has to be translated into a dependence on the number of laser pulses or, more generally, on the irradiation dose.
Linear regime
To analyze the evolution, first the linear regime has to be considered, described by ν∆h, the roughness η, and the diffusion K∆ 2 h, where the variation of the surface curvature ∆h is still negligible. This corresponds to the experimental situation where the irradiated dose is still sufficiently small to avoid substantial crater formation.
Under this condition, we can easily derive the ripples wavelength, Λ, depending not on the laser wavelength but only on the diffusion rate, K, and the parameter for linear erosion, ν:
Describing the surface excitation, though nor in thermal equilibrium, by a temperature T, proportional to the absorbed laser fluence, F: kT = aF, the diffusion rate follows an Arrhenius law with activation energy E a , corresponding to the binding energy of surface atoms:
Since the erosion parameter ν = bF also depends linearly on the fluence (a, b are constants of proportionality), the ripples wavelength can be expressed by:
This behavior is shown, generally * , in Fig. 2 , where we can distinguish three regimes, depending whether the de-* A quantitative determination would require the knowledge of the detailed magnitude of all parameters (K, a, ν …) posited energy is smaller, about equal, or larger than the surface binding energy. These regimes are typical for dielectric, semiconductor, or metallic targets, correspondingly.
As can be seen in the Figure, for dielectric targets, the LIPSS period increases with increasing dose, a coarsening of the structures must be observed. On the other hand, for metals the LIPSS wavelength decreases, and the structures become finer. For semiconductors, like silicon, the feature width in the linear regime should not vary too much. 
Non-linear regime
Upon further increasing the irradiation dose (i.e. evolution time in Eq. (2)), the surface corrugation becomes more and more pronounced, and the nonlinear coupling terms in Eq. (2) gain importance. This affects both, the diffusion (surface smoothing) and the erosion (surface roughening). As a consequence, structures will start to coalesce, resulting in bifurcations, broad interconnects and, finally, less regular, large agglomerates.
Experimental results and discussion
In our experiments to investigate the early phase of structure formation, we investigated the influence of increasing dose (i.e. increasing number of accumulated pulses) of an ultra-short-pulse laser (100 fs, 800 nm, linearly polarized, focused to a spot of about 5×10 -5 cm 2 ) for two different scenarios: (a) we irradiated dielectric CaF 2 at a very low level of 8.2 TW/cm 2 (i.e. 25 % of the ablation threshold) with 100 resp. 10,000 pulses, in both cases staying well within the linear regime. (b) In the second scenario, we irradiated silicon at a fluence of 215 mJ/cm 2 (i.e., just at the ablation threshold). Here, we considered the effect of a single pulse and then increased the number of accumulated pulses from 10 pulses (linear regime) over 50 pulses (onset of non-linear regime) to 1,000 pulses (crater formation).
Linear regime 3.1.1 CaF 2 , 25% of threshold
At very low dose (100 pulses), no regular structures were developed. However, the electron reflectivity in the irradiated spot was increased, as can be seen in light-grey area in the SEM image of Fig. 3a) . In addition, a large number of (semi-spherical) bumps, swollen above the pristine surface level) occurred, with diameters of a few µm and distributed over a large area, even beyond the visible spot. Details of one such bump are given in the AFM image of a restricted area in the spot (Fig. 3b) and a cross-section (Fig. 3c) . Even though, at first sight, these bumps might appear as re-deposited material from anterior ablation (cf. "grey" surface modification) the total volume of all bumps, as estimated from AFM scan, should be much larger than the ablated volume, estimated from spot depth and area. This strongly supports the idea of laser induced material swelling. a) b) c) Fig. 3 . Irradiated area morphology on CaF 2 , subjected to 100 pulses @ 25% of ablation threshold;
When increasing the dose (number of pulses) by a factor of 100, the resulting much larger number of such bumps or blisters starts to agglomerate and form long, parallel arrays (Fig. 4) . 
Silicon, about threshold (215 mJ/cm
2 ) For irradiation of silicon at about the ablation threshold, LIPSS can be observed already after a single shot (Fig. 5) . However, the orientation follows the spot while the influence of the laser polarization (double arrow) is not the predominant parameter. The ripples structure with a period of about 600 nm oscillates with amplitude of up to 25 nm above and below the pristine surface (dashed line). The origin of the left-right asymmetry is not yet clear. It seems not to be related to the slightly inclined incidence, indicated by the oval spot shape. Note the circular holes in the rippled area, with a diameter of about the ripples wavelength (lower details in Fig. 5 ). As can be seen from the AFM line-trace (right), they about three times as deep as the ripples valleys and are surrounded by a ridge of about the ripples crests height.
After 10 pulses, the LIPSS are already fully developed (Fig. 6 ). Though this is still the linear regime, the dose is already so high that the ripples wavelength is about 750 nm (cf. Fig. 2 ). The ripples direction is now mainly perpendicular to the laser polarization. However, the holes, already observed for single-pulse irradiation, occur now as equivalent centers of radial ripples arrays. Further, a modulation in SEM contrast can be seen perpendicular to the ripples orientation. 
Nonlinear regime of pattern formation
When further increasing the dose by a factor of 5, the transition to the non-linear regime sets in. A significantly coarser horizontal structure is observed, perpendicular to the lower dose one. As is shown in the magnified detail of the central spot area (magnified detail in Fig. 7 ), these structures are interlinked by a system of fine vertical ladder spokes. A comparison between details of the 10-pulse (linear regime) and 50-pulse (beginning non-linear regime) morphologies, magnified to the same scale, reveals a strong correlation between the two sets of structures ( Fig. 8) :
Evidently, the fine ladder spokes interlinking the coarse structures (50 pulses) are remnants of the fine ripples of the linear regime. On the other hand, the transverse modulations of the low-dose LIPSS coalesce into the broad vertical ripples in the non-linear regime. This becomes visible by the partial superposition of the two patterns in Fig. 8 . At very high irradiation dose (1,000 pulses), a deep ablation crater has developed (Fig. 9, right panel) . But still LIPSS are observable both at the inner crater walls and -as a ring -in the region of the foot of the beam profile. Obviously, in the strongly irradiated area the structure coarsening has further increased, including cones and pillars. At the very edge, however, still fine ripples are visible, like in Fig. 6 . 
Conclusion
We have shown that there is a continuous evolution of the LIPSS formation, depending on the irradiation dose. Starting from precursor states with unordered bumps and swellings, these bumps agglomerate into longer, ordered arrays. It follows a regular surface corrugation, oscillating below and above the pristine surface level. Then, in a linear growth regime, long regular ripples develop, becoming coarser with increased dose for non-metals. Only in this phase, the important role of the laser polarization for the ripples alignment sets in. At still higher dose, the material response turns nonlinear, and more complex structures develop, involving coalescence from previously generated patterns. All this evolution is well described by our selforganization model in Eq. (2) [2] , indicating that all LIPSS formation is driven by ONE underlying physical phenomenon. This is in contrast to the lithographic model which requires the energy absorption distribution to vary for all different types of structure.
